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Our Price $11,995
Retail Value $13,995

Specifications:

Year:  2008  

VIN:  JTHBJ46G782155614  

Make:  Lexus  

Stock:  J569222A  

Model/Trim:  ES 350 ES 350  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  Tan  

Engine:  3.5L V6 272hp 254ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Beige Leather  

Transmission:  6-Speed Automatic w/Sequential Shift
Mode

 

Mileage:  102,590  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 19 / Highway 27

Step into the realm of luxury and reliability with this exquisite 2008
Lexus ES 350. With a mere 102,590 miles on the odometer, this tan
beauty represents not just a car, but a statement of sophistication and
enduring quality.

Beneath the hood lies a potent 3.5L V6 engine, churning out an
impressive 272 horsepower and 254 ft-lbs of torque. This powerhouse is
perfectly mated to a seamless 6-Speed Automatic transmission with
Sequential Shift Mode, delivering a driving experience that is both
dynamic and smooth. Whether you're cruising the city streets or
embarking on a long-distance journey, the ES 350's performance is
nothing short of exhilarating.

The exterior of this Lexus ES 350 is finished in a stunning tan hue that
exudes elegance and class. The body is adorned with aluminum alloy
wheels that not only enhance its sleek profile but also promise a ride
that is both stable and responsive. The solar-tinted glass ensures
comfort and privacy, while the rear window defogger guarantees clear
visibility in all weather conditions.

As you approach the vehicle, you'll notice the thoughtful touches that
Lexus is renowned for, such as the puddle lamps that light up the
ground beneath the doors, providing a warm welcome on dark nights.
The body-color mirror caps and front bumper blend seamlessly with the
overall design, while the chrome door handles add a touch of
sophistication.

Inside, the cabin is a sanctuary of luxury, with plush leather seats that
envelop you in comfort. The air filtration system ensures a clean and
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envelop you in comfort. The air filtration system ensures a clean and
fresh environment, creating an oasis away from the hustle and bustle of
the outside world. The 8-speaker audio system with Radio Data System
fills the space with crystal-clear sound, turning every drive into a private
concert.

Safety and convenience are paramount in this Lexus ES 350, as
evidenced by the Tire Pressure Monitoring System that keeps you
informed and secure on the road. Power-adjustable side mirrors provide
effortless control to ensure optimal visibility, and the front fog lights and
daytime running lights enhance your presence to other drivers, no
matter the time of day.

This vehicle isn't just about luxury; it's about peace of mind. The Lexus
ES 350 has been recognized by J.D. Power and Associates with
awards in both the Vehicle Dependability Study (VDS) and the Initial
Quality Study (IQS), confirming that this isn't just a car that looks good—
it's a car you can count on. Kelley Blue Book has also honored Lexus
with the Brand Image Awards for Best Interior Design Brand in the
Luxury category, a testament to the exquisite craftsmanship that awaits
you inside.

Imagine yourself behind the wheel of this Lexus ES 350, a car that
blends reliability, luxury, and performance into one irresistible package.
Don't let this opportunity pass you by. Come and experience the allure
of this Lexus for yourself and drive away not just with a car, but with a
statement of discerning taste and smart investment. Your journey to
excellence starts here.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/28/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

2008 Lexus ES 350 ES 350 
Autosource Hawaii - (808) 597-8522 - View this car on our website at autosourcehawaii.com/7246894/ebrochure

Snapshot

2008 LEXUS ES 350

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

4 Service history
records

3 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

Last owned in Hawaii

102,590 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=JTHBJ46G782155614&source=BUP
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Armrests: rear center folding with storage and pass-thru  - Center console trim: wood 

- Dash trim: wood - Door trim: wood - Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front 

- Shift knob trim: leather  - Steering wheel trim: leather - Cargo area light - Cruise control 

- Multi-function remote: proximity entry system - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start 

- Rearview mirror: auto-dimming - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  

- Universal remote transmitter - Compass - External temperature display - Trip odometer 

- Driver seat power adjustments: 10  - Front seat type: bucket  

- Passenger seat power adjustments: 10  - Rear seat type: bench  - Upholstery: leather

Exterior

- Door handle color: chrome - Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color 

- Daytime running lights  - Exterior entry lights: puddle lamps  - Front fog lights  

- Side mirror adjustments: power - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy - Solar-tinted glass 

- Window defogger: rear
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